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02. Are there particular pre-screening measures that
need to be taken when engaging a financial services
employee?  Does this vary depending on seniority or
type of role?  In particular, is there any form of
regulator-specified reference that has to be provided
by previous employers in the financial services
industry?
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The law does not require specific procedures or measures before hiring. However, depending on the
activities the employee performs, specific certification may be necessary.
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In addition to the standard hiring measures that must be taken when engaging an employee, several
additional steps must be taken when engaging financial services employees in the United States. Generally,
financial services employees must pass certain screening and disclosure steps, including:

background checks;
criminal background disclosures; and
fingerprinting.

Broker-dealers and investment advisors must register with FINRA (see below).

Background checks
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FINRA-regulated entities must investigate each person they plan to register with FINRA to ensure that they
meet FINRA Form U4 requirements regarding that person’s history of formal charges and indictments.

If the applicant has previously registered with FINRA, broker-dealers must also review an applicant’s most
recent Form U5 or be able to demonstrate to FINRA that it has made reasonable efforts to review Form U5
but has been unable to do so. If the applicant has previously registered with a CFTC-registered firm, the
broker-dealer must review CFTC Form 8-T.

Bank employees must undergo a background check. Certain criminal conduct may statutorily disqualify an
applicant from employment. For example, federal law prohibits any person convicted of a criminal offence
involving dishonesty or breach of trust (or who has entered into a pre-trial diversion or similar programme
regarding such an offence) from serving as a director, officer, or employee of an FDIC-insured bank without
the FDIC's consent. Banks must conduct reasonable inquiries into an applicant’s background to avoid hiring
persons barred from employment by this law. Banks may be protected from claims of disparate impact
(under state “ban-the-box” laws) when terminating or withdrawing offers from disqualified employees
under this law. Both California and New York explicitly provide such carve-outs. However, these are
position-specific rather than employer-specific, and employees with positions not subject to FINRA or other
statutorily required background checks or disqualifiers based on criminal history may still be subject to
state or local “fair chance” or ban-the-box laws. Therefore, as a best practice, non-bank financial services
employers should avoid relying on these exceptions for all of their employees. Relatedly, the FDIC does not
consider “de minimus” criminal violations disqualifying, including minor offences by young adults, bad
cheques for less than $1,000 and simple theft of less than $500.

Fingerprinting

Entities covered by the SEC are also subject to fingerprinting requirements. Every member of a national
securities exchange, broker, dealer, registered transfer agent, registered clearing agency, registered
securities information processor, national securities exchange, and national securities association must
ensure that each of its partners, directors, officers, and employees are fingerprinted and must submit such
fingerprints, or cause the same to be submitted, to the Attorney General of the United States for
identification and appropriate processing. Employees who will not be selling, keeping, or handling securities
or supervising those who do are exempt from this requirement.

While New York generally prohibits fingerprinting, there is an exception where, as here, fingerprinting is
statutorily required.

California Financing Law requires fingerprinting for certain individuals seeking to license in California.

Please note, during the COVID-19 epidemic, the SEC temporarily paused the fingerprinting requirements.
This pause was lifted in September 2022.
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03. What documents should be put in place when
engaging employees within the financial services
industry?  Are any particular contractual documents
required?
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There is no legal requirement for specific documents, and the CLT does not require a contract. However,
contracts are a customary business practice in several sectors, including financial services.
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FINRA

Broker-dealers and investment advisors regulated by FINRA must electronically file FINRA’s Form U4 when
registering “associated persons” with FINRA or transferring their registration to another broker-dealer.
Broker-dealers must also create and implement written procedures to verify the facts disclosed by
prospective employees on the U4.

“Associated persons” include employees of all levels involved with investment and securities
operations.
The U4 form requires disclosure of the associated person’s background history, including any criminal
convictions or civil actions, regulatory proceedings or sanctions, administrative proceedings, financial
disclosures (such as bankruptcy), customer complaints, or arbitration awards.

Form U4 also contains an agreement requiring employees to submit to arbitration “any dispute, claim or
controversy that may arise between [them and their] firm, or a customer, or any other person…”

Member firms must provide registered employees with an arbitration disclosure when asked to sign a U4.

SEC

SEC-regulated entities require every prospective employee to complete a questionnaire disclosing their
identifying information, employment history, and record of any disciplinary actions, denial or suspension of
membership of registration, criminal record, or any record of civil action against that employee. FINRA form
U4, if completed, fulfils the requirements of this Rule.

California

California employees must be provided with:

A notice of workers’ compensation rights;
notice of disability insurance and paid family leave insurance benefits;
sexual harassment information under the Fair Employment and Housing Act;
notice of pay information (if applicable);
commission contract (if applicable);
notice of rights for victims of crime or abuse; and
lactation accommodation policy

New York

New York employees must be provided with:

notice of pay rate and pay days;
commissions Agreement (if applicable);
New York Health and Essential Rights Act;
notice of electronic monitoring;
New York State Workers’ Compensation Board Statement of Rights – Disability Benefits Law;
New York State Paid Family Leave Statement of Rights;
New York City Earned Safe and Sick Time Act (City only);
New York City Stop Sexual Harassment Act fact sheet (City only); and
New York City Pregnancy Accommodations at Work fact sheet (City only).
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04. Do any categories of employee need to have
special certification in order to undertake duties for
financial services employers?  If so, what are the
requirements that apply?
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Yes, special certification is required for financial services employers to undertake their duties.

The CPA-10 (ANBIMA Series 10 Professional Certification) is designed for professionals who distribute
investment products for retail in bank branches or service platforms.

The CPA-20 (ANBIMA Series 20 Professional Certification) is for professionals who distribute investment
products to clients in the high-income retail, private, corporate, and institutional investor segments in bank
branches or on service platforms.

The CEA (ANBIMA Certification of Investment Specialists) is a certification that qualifies financial market
professionals to act as investment specialists. These specialists can recommend investment products to
clients in different segments and advise account managers.

The CFG (ANBIMA Certification of Fundamentals in Management) is for certified professionals who know the
sector's technical basis, which is an advantage for occupying various positions in asset-management
companies.

The CGA (ANBIMA Manager Certification) qualifies professionals to work with the management of third-
party resources in fixed-income investment funds, shares, foreign exchange, multimarket, managed
portfolios, and index funds.

The CGE (ANBIMA Manager Certification for Structured Funds) qualifies professionals to work with third-
party resource management in the structured products industry.
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For an individual’s FINRA registration to become effective, they must pass the Securities Industries
Essentials examination. FINRA rules also require registered persons to participate in continuing education
courses. Failure to do so may result in a covered person’s registration being deemed inactive until the
requirement has been satisfied.

California Financing Law requires the licensing and regulation of finance lenders and brokers making and
brokering consumer and commercial loans, unless exempt.
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05. Do any categories of employee have enhanced
responsibilities under the applicable regulatory
regime?
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Responsibility differs based on the complexity and responsibility of the tasks assigned to the employee and
defined by the employer. However, all companies in the sector must comply with financial market
institutions, which may imply that employees have a responsibility towards different entities. We
summarise the institutions of the Brazilian financial market as follows:

The Securities and Exchange Commission (CVM)

This was created to monitor, regulate, discipline, and develop the Brazilian securities market. It is
responsible for creating rules for the market and supervising its functioning. The CVM is part of the
government and is linked to the Treasury Department, but it has administrative independence.

The Brazilian National Central Bank

This is a federal agency linked to the Treasury Department but with administrative independence, which
aims to guarantee the stability of the currency's purchasing power and maintain a solid and efficient
financial system. It controls monetary, exchange rate, credit, and financial relations policies abroad, in
addition to regulating the National Financial System. The national central bank also supervises financial
market institutions.

B3 (Stock Exchange)

This was created in 2017 from the merger of BM&FBOVESPA and Cetip, two crucial financial market
players. The new company began accumulating services that serve the market and its investors for fixed
and variable income transactions, among other duties.

The Credit Guarantee Fund

This is a non-profit civil association that aims to provide credit guarantees to customers of institutions
participating in the fund.

The Private Insurance Superintendence

This controls and supervises the insurance, open private pension, capitalisation, and reinsurance markets.

The Brazilian Association of Financial and Capital Market Entities (ANBIMA)

This has represented the market for over four decades and is responsible for more than 300 institutions.
The entity's activities are organised around four commitments: represent, self-regulate, inform and
educate. Its main objective is to strengthen the sector's representation and support the evolution of a
capital market capable of financing local economic and social development and influencing the global
market.
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While there are certain responsibilities for financial employees, such as being able to pass applicable
certifications (see question 4) or registering with certain entities (see question 6), the American regulatory
system does not include statutory delineations that create enhanced responsibilities for certain categories
of employees.
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06. Is there a register of financial services employees
that individuals will need to be listed on to undertake
particular business activities?  If so, what are the
steps required for registration?
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There are no specific financial agencies that require registration from employees. For activities that require
certification, an assessment controlled by ANBIMA needs to be submitted. The Brazilian Association of
Financial and Capital Market Entities (ANBIMA) has represented the market for over four decades. It is
responsible for more than 300 institutions, whose objective is to strengthen the sector's representation and
support the evolution of a capital market capable of financing local economic and social development.
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FINRA

Broker-dealers and Investment Advisors regulated by FINRA must file FINRA’s Form U4 when registering
associated persons with FINRA or transferring their registration to another broker-dealer. Broker-dealers
must also create and implement written procedures to verify the facts disclosed by prospective employees
on the U4.

“Associated persons” include employees of all levels involved with the investment and securities
operations, including:

partners;
officers;
directors;
branch managers;
department supervisors;
investment bankers;
brokers;
financial consultants; and
salespeople.
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The U4 form requires disclosure of the associated person’s background history, including any criminal
convictions or civil actions, regulatory proceedings or sanctions, administrative proceedings, financial
disclosures (such as bankruptcy), customer complaints, or arbitration awards.

SEC

Investment advisers must register with the SEC under the Advisers Act. They must submit Form ADV using
the Investment Adviser Registration Depository (IARD), an internet-based filing system maintained by
FINRA.

SEC-regulated entities require every prospective employee to complete a questionnaire disclosing their
identifying information, employment history, and record of any disciplinary actions, denial or suspension of
membership of registration, criminal record, or any record of civil action against that employee. FINRA form
U4, if completed, fulfils the requirements of this Rule.

Last updated on 22/01/2023

07. Are there any specific rules relating to
compensation payable to financial services
employees in your jurisdiction, including, for
example, limits on variable compensation, or
provisions for deferral, malus and/or clawback of
monies paid to employees?
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The Collective Labour Agreement establishes several rules for employees in the sector.

There is a determination, through collective negotiation, of:

percentage of salary increase;
minimum wage for employees who begin their activities in the sector;
minimum wage for employees after 90 days’ tenure;
additional pay for length of service;
additional overtime;
night additional pay;
additional pay for unhealthy or dangerous work;
function bonus;
cash bonus;
gratuity for check clearing;
meal assistance;
food assistance;
daycare and nanny assistance;
funeral assistance;
transportation vouchers; and
assistance with night-time travel.
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Overtime

Financial services employees in the United States are commonly classified as administrative employees
exempt from both minimum wage and overtime laws. To qualify for this administrative exception under the
Fair Labor Standard Acts (FLSA) and often, applicable state law, an employee must:

be compensated on a salary or fee basis at a rate at least equal to the minimum required threshold (at
the time of writing set at $684 a week or $35,568 annually); and
have a primary duty:

that is the performance of office or non-manual work directly related to the management or
general business operations of the employer or the employer’s customers; and
includes the exercise of discretion and independent judgment on significant matters.

Examples of employees qualifying for the administrative exemption are those whose duties include:

collecting and analysing information regarding the customer’s income, assets, investments or debts;
determining which financial products best meet a customer’s needs;
advising customers regarding the pros and cons of various financial products; and
marketing, servicing, or promoting financial products.

An employee whose sole duty is selling financial products does not qualify for the administrative
exemption. United States courts are split on whether financial advisors are exempt.

Many states have a higher minimum annual salary threshold for the administrative exemption, including
California ($1,240 a week, as of 1 January 2023) and New York ($1,125 a week for New York City and
Nassau, Suffolk, and Westchester counties and $990 a week for the remainder of the state. The remainder
of the State increased to $1,064.25 a week on 31 December 2022).

California has an administrative exemption test, which also requires the employee to customarily and
regularly exercise discretion and independent judgement, in addition to being primarily engaged in
administrative duties. Employees that do not qualify as non-exempt under one of the exemptions must
receive overtime pay under California law.

FLSA also exempts “highly compensated” employees. To qualify for this exemption, an employee must earn
at least $107,432 in total annual compensation (not including discretionary bonuses), must perform office
or non-manual work as part of their primary duty, and must customarily perform one or more exempt
duties of an administrative, executive, or professional employee.

Bonuses

Discretionary bonuses can be for any amount and can be determined on quantitative factors (eg, employer
profits) or subjective factors (eg, known performance indicators, performance, merit) and employers may
condition an employee’s eligibility to receive a bonus on their active employment at the time when bonuses
are paid.

Guaranteed bonuses are typically non-discretionary and set at a fixed number or percentage (eg, a
percentage of the employee’s annual base salary or the employer’s profits). A guaranteed bonus (unlike a
discretionary one) creates a contractual obligation and will be considered wages. Once a payment is
considered a “wage,” employers generally cannot withhold, recover or claw back the bonus from an
employee.

California requires non-discretionary bonuses to be included in a non-exempt employee’s regular rate for
overtime calculation.

Certain compensation plans include “forgivable loans,” conditioning an employee’s obligation to repay on
their continued employment with the new employer for a time. If the employee leaves or is fired for certain
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reasons before the full loan amount is forgiven, the unforgiven share, with interest, can become due and
payable.

California generally prohibits employers from deducting any outstanding loan balances from an employee’s
final paycheck without express permission in contemporaneous writing signed by the employee, both at the
time the loan or advance was given and at separation.

Similarly, New York has extremely nuanced rules related to permissible deductions for employee benefits,
which are limited (eg, authorised deductions and deductions for the benefit of the employee).

Last updated on 22/01/2023

08. Are there particular training requirements for
employees in the financial services sector?
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No uniform training is required by law, except for activities that require certification.
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All employees in some states, including California and New York, are required to receive periodic sexual
harassment training. Additionally, employees may be required to pass certain skills tests before registering
with regulators or engage in continuing education programmes (most notably FINRA, see question 4).

Last updated on 22/01/2023
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09. Is there a particular code of conduct and/or are
there other regulations regarding standards of
behaviour that financial services employees are
expected to adhere to?
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There is no general code defined by law or regulation.

Each company can adopt its standard of behaviour as a rule.
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Certain activities require specific protocols for the Prevention of Money Laundering and Combating the
Financing of Terrorism:

the capture, intermediation, and investment of financial resources from third parties in national or
foreign currency;

the purchase and sale of foreign currency or gold as a financial asset or exchange instrument; and

the custody, issuance, distribution, settlement, negotiation, intermediation, or securities
administration.

Within the scope of the Brazilian System for Preventing and Combating Money Laundering and the
Financing of Terrorism, it is up to institutions and their employees to adequately comply with Central Bank
regulations. Also, institutions must promote the effectiveness of the apparatus to combat and prevent
money laundering, carry out risk management with the implementation of effective policies, procedures,
and controls, and help the Brazilian state locate suspicious financial operations so that they can be
investigated.

Last updated on 16/04/2024
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Employees in some states, including California and New York, are required to receive periodic sexual
harassment training.

Employers are also required to implement anti-discrimination and anti-harassment policies that:

contain information about where and how employees can report improper conduct;
prohibit retaliation for reporting or opposing improper conduct, or participating in an investigation
regarding misconduct; and
comply with state and local provisions that require employer policies to contain certain provisions (eg,
New York, Los Angeles and San Francisco).

New York law prohibits employers from mandating confidentiality or non-disclosure provisions when settling
sexual harassment claims (though it allows such provisions where it is the employee’s preference to
include them).

California law prohibits employers from mandating confidentiality or non-disclosure provisions in
employment agreements, settlement agreements, and separation agreements that are designed to restrict
an employee's ability to disclose information about unlawful acts in the workplace, including information
pertaining to harassment or discrimination or any other conduct the employee has reason to believe is
unlawful.

FINRA and the SEC both have requirements and recommendations for social media use.

FINRA requires that broker-dealers retain records of social media communications related to the broker-
dealer’s business made using social media sites and adopt policies and procedures designed to ensure that
their employees who use social media sites for business purposes are appropriately supervised and trained,
and do not present an undue risk to investors.

The SEC similarly requires that social media use complies with all federal security laws, including antifraud,
compliance, and recordkeeping provisions.

Banking regulators provide guidance stating that each financial institution is expected to carry out an
appropriate risk assessment that takes social media activities into consideration.
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10. Are there any circumstances in which
notifications relating to the employee or their
conduct will need to be made to local or international
regulators?
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From a labour perspective, there are no circumstances in which notifications relating to the employee or
their conduct must be made to local or international regulators.

Considering that the National Financial System is extremely regulated, there may be cases in which a
mistake by an employee results in a duty to report to the authorities (information security breach,
prevention of money laundering, and prevention of terrorist financing, among others, which could not be
exhaustively included in this questionnaire).

There is no general code defined by law or regulation.

Each company can adopt its standard of behaviour, as a rule.

Some activities require specific protocols for the prevention of money laundering and combating the
financing of terrorism:

the capture, intermediation, and investment of financial resources from third parties in national or
foreign currency;

the purchase and sale of foreign currency or gold as a financial asset or exchange instrument; and

the custody, issuance, distribution, settlement, negotiation, intermediation, or securities
administration.

Within the scope of the system for preventing and combating money laundering and the financing of
terrorism, it is up to institutions and their employees to adequately comply with Central Bank regulations;
promote the effectiveness of the apparatus to combat and prevent money laundering; carry out risk
management with the implementation of effective policies, procedures, and controls; and help the Brazilian
state to locate which financial operations are suspicious so that they can be investigated.
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FINRA members must report to FINRA within 30 calendar days after the firm has concluded, or reasonably
should have concluded, that an associated person of the firm or the firm itself has violated any securities,
insurance, commodities, financial or investment-related laws, rules, regulations or standards of conduct of
any domestic or foreign regulatory body or self-regulatory organisation.
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While there is no requirement to report misconduct to regulators, the SEC routinely gives credit to
organisations that voluntarily choose to self-report, which can lead to reduced fines, non-prosecution
agreements, deferred prosecution agreements, waivers of disqualification following regulatory or criminal
actions, or more organisation-friendly language in settlement documents. However, such disclosed
information may later be discoverable by private plaintiffs.

The SEC has issued guidance that a failure to self-report significant misconduct can lead to more severe
penalties.

Last updated on 22/01/2023

11. Are there any particular requirements that
employers should implement with respect to the
prevention of wrongdoing, for example, related to
whistleblowing or the prevention of harassment?
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No specific law determines what employers should implement to prevent wrongdoing. However,
implementing reporting channels and policies to prevent and combat harassment is based on general
corporate governance rules.
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Whistleblowing in the United States is governed by two main statutory sources, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
(SOX) and the Dodd-Frank Act (Dodd-Frank).

SOX protects whistleblowers who report violations of securities laws to:

federal regulatory bodies or law enforcement;
members of Congress or congressional committees; or
supervisors or persons authorised by the employer to investigate, discover, or terminate misconduct.

Dodd-Frank generally only protects whistleblowers who report violations of the securities or commodities
laws to the SEC or CFTC. However, it also prohibits employers from discriminating against financial services
employees for objecting or refusing to participate in any activity that would be a violation of securities law
(note that Dodd-Frank prohibits mandatory arbitration of retaliation claims under the Act).

Whistleblowers in the banking industry are also protected under both federal and applicable state laws for
reporting violations of banking law to the US Department of Justice.

Under Dodd-Frank and banking laws, employees may be offered a bounty for whistleblowing activities that
results in successful enforcement actions.

Employment Discrimination and Sexual Harassment Claims are not subject to mandatory FINRA arbitration,
though the claims may be arbitrated if all parties agree.
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Californian employers with at least five employees globally must implement policies and provide training on
the prohibition of harassment, discrimination, and retaliation in the workplace.

Last updated on 22/01/2023

12. Are there any particular rules or protocols that
apply when terminating the employment of an
employee in the financial services sector, including
where a settlement agreement is entered into?
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As a legal requirement, it is necessary to issue the term of termination of the employment contract. This
document specifies the amounts paid at that time (there is a difference between terminations for just
cause and without cause).

For workers in the sector, general rules apply, as no specific rules are created by law or a collective
instrument.
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Form U5, the Uniform Termination Notice for Securities Industry Registration, is used by broker-dealers to
terminate the registration of an associated person with FINRA and in other applicable jurisdictions and self-
regulatory organisations. A FINRA member firm must file Form U5 within 30 days of an employee’s
termination. This form includes the reason for an employee’s departure and must include a detailed
description of the reasons for termination. Employee appeals related to the content of the U5 are arbitrated
before FINRA (eg, if an employee challenges their termination).

Payments to retiring employees

FINRA prohibits paying commissions to unregistered persons, except for retired representatives receiving
trailing commissions where a bona fide contract was entered into between the broker-dealer and the
retiring employee.

California

California law prohibits the use of non-disclosure provisions in settlement agreements that are designed to
restrict an employee's ability to disclose information about unlawful acts in the workplace, including
information pertaining to harassment or discrimination or any other conduct the employee has reason to
believe is unlawful. Provisions protecting the identity of a claimant are permitted where requested by the
claimant. California law also prohibits “no-rehire” provisions in settlements of employment disputes, with
limited exceptions for employees whom the employer, in good faith, determined engaged in sexual
harassment or sexual assault, or any criminal conduct.
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